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Program at YKAKI (Yayasan Kasih Anak Kanker Indonesia) in Jakarta
FCI volunteers visit YKAKI in Jakarta to
provide fun and activities for the children in
the form of stories, games and puppets. Thanks
to the generosity of sponsors we all enjoyed
a nice healthy meal together. Each of the 34
children was also given a Muslim prayer mat
since this was the first day of the fasting month
before Ramadhan.
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Angel and
her two daughters, Monica
and Caresse
went for a
week to Pontianak where the younger girls spent the week as
volunteer Teacher’s assistants at a local school helping with English lessons. Angel held two Teacher’s
Training Seminars using the STEPS Character Building
Curriculum Set. The first seminar was for 60 teachers and the other with a group of ten teachers. The
FCI team donated 25 sponsored curriculum sets with
the teachers to use in their school classes along with
other donated books for the children’s library at the
schools.
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Program at YKAKB (Yayasan Kasih Anak Kanker Bandung) in Bandung
Through the gracious donation of the Brillkids Foundation, FCI volunteer Dina presented a
“Little Reader” reading program to the “Sekolah-ku” in-house tutoring program at the cancer
childern shelter in Bandung (YKAKB). The head
teacher, Mrs. Nuraini,
has already started using
the program for English
learning in her classes.
The children enjoy the
interactive audio visual
curriculum very much
and are making progress
in learning English.
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Character Building program for (PAUD) preschool teachers in South Jakarta
With the 2013-14 school year coming to an end, it has been an opportune time to visit some of the (PAUD) preschools in the area to deliver
STEPS Character Building curriculum sets for the coming new school year.
These sets were sponsored by several individuals with a heart to see these
young lives influenced in a positive way, making their future brighter. Sharon delivered the STEPS Character Building Curriculum sets to 5 schools in
southern Jakarta area during June; schools ranging from (PAUD) preschools
to a school specializing in teaching hyperactive children of lower income families.

Activities at PAZKI (Padepokan Zammi Karina Indonesia)
Center for Street Children in Depok
FCI visited PAZKI, a center for street children in Depok. These children
range from age 4 all the up through older teen age. We presented our “Fit
To Win” video which teaches healthy diet and exercise. We followed the
video with a chart for each student to fill in for a week. With this they will
chart a healthy daily diet as well as daily exercise. Each of the children
took the assignment seriously and filled in what they could for that day
and were encouraged to keep track for the rest of the week to build good
habits. Thanks to our generous sponsor, we enjoyed a healthy Indonesian meal together with the all the children and the staff. They were also
very thankful to receive a large gift to cover the cost of final exams for 13
teenagers.

Visit to (SD) primary school in Ciawi
Esther and friend visit a
(SD) primary school near Ciawi
and Sukabumi. We distributed
school backpacks, mugs and
coloring pencils to 100 students. We also visited a nearby
(PAUD) preschool to distribute
the school backpacks.

Family Care Indonesia expresses its gratitude to all of our friends whose generous support has made
possible the projects featured in this report. We find great satisfaction in working in a country where
being of service to one’s fellow man and helping those in need is highly valued. As a non-profit volunteer
organization, all of our activities are funded through the support of those who share our vision. We
warmly welcome your participation. Together we can make a difference!
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